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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
As t write this report, planning applications for Rudgwick lodged
with the Horsham District Council number over 100 for
1998 and we still have two and a half months before the
end of the year to go.

The Rudgwick Preservation Society came into being in
1984 aiming to promote the amenities of the Village,
stimulate interest in the countryside, encourage
preservation of existing open spaces and to urge
enlightened planning protecting our lovely buildings and
preserving our amenities. John Prescott has decreed that
600/o of new housing must be in urban sites. This creates
a problem for us as there are few brown field sites in our
part of West Sussex. !t is an unenviable chcice - we wiii
be expected to take additional housing, or there will be a
new settlement in our area. We already have two new
developments in Rudgwick, Foxholes and the expected
Churchmans Meadow. We feel this is enough for the time
being.

One bright light on the horizon is the Planning Advice
note issued by Horsham District Council on "Small
Dwellings in the Countryside." This is a desire to try and
maintain the stock of smaller, more affordable housing
within the rural area. Extensions to dwellings and
replacement dwellings outside the defined built-up area
will only be permitted if they will not fundamentally alter
the type of house, they will preserve the existing
character and landscape setting, and will be within the
existing curtilage of the existing building. This is an
important step forward towards ensuring that smaller,
more affordable housing remains in the countryside.

The Preservation Society is a member of The Federation
of Sussex Amenity Societies which was formeci in fulay
1967. Today there is a membership of over 100 societies
respresenting some 50,000 of us who care about Sussex.
The new Chairman, elected in May this year, is Dr.
Annabelle Hughes who is also President of the Horsham
Society. Many of you will remember the excellent taik she
gave us at the Autumn Meeting a year ago. We are
fortunate to be part of the North West Sussex Group led
by John Buchanan, "retired" journalist and Vice-Chairman
(West) of the Federation. John is taking over editorship of
the Federation Newsletter which helps to keep us in
touch with other Societies. We meet regularly as a group
and are expertly organised by our Hon. Sec. Janet
Chisholm from Slinfold.

In June this year, the North West Group of the F.S.A.S.
arranged a meeting with Alan Lovell, West Sussex
County Surveyor. His department is responsible for a
wide range of activity including waste management at
County level, up-keep and maintenance of roads,
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streetlighting, grass cutting of verges, assessing the
effect of new building on increase of traffic and much
more, and of course traffic calming! We in Rudgwick are
still awaiting traffic calming measures. The volume of
traffic increases, the speed limit is usually ignored but it
appears that any solution to our immediate problems in
traffic management is still in the future. The problem for
the County Surveyors Department is the usual one of lack
of finance. Of an annual budget 38 million, highways took
17.5 million last year and waste disposal 9 million not
leaving very much for the other services.

Our Autumn Meeting takes place on Monday 7th
December 1998, in the Rudgwick Hall, Bucks Green at
7.30.p.m. George McCarthy will be giving us an illustrated
talk on "The Four Seasons" which will give us an insight
into a typical year of a professional wildlife photographer.
Some of us will remember the spectacular photographs
he showed us in 1987. Mulled wine and mince pies are
on the menu and everyone is welcome.

Vanessa Lowndes

PARISH MAPS
some years I thought of producing a large map of
gwick, incorporating as much detail as possible. The idea

ng to create a map as a source of reference.

is I mentioned to Alan Siney who immediately volunteered to
such a map. In allAlan spent 3 months on this project.

framed the map it proved to be not only decorative but
informative, incorporating 99 listed buildings (numbered)

an individual list of names, numbers and brief description
earliest date. These were taken from Diana Chatwin's
. Footpaths, bridleways, with official numbers, conservation
, defined built up area and other useful information is

wo maps 4ft by 3ft have been framed, one presented to the
ish Council, the other to the Medical Centre, which Alan put

place. Not only this he has produced iwo portfolios cutting
into eight sections, placed in an A3 binder with references.
portfolio has been presented to the Parish Council and the
to the Preservation Socie$. These portfolios are ideal as
reference for use in committees where particular sites
identification.

wish to extend our grateful thanks to Alan who has created
informative maps to such a high standard. The parish

is on view in the Village Hall and we hope members will
the opportunity to inspect it at the Autumn meeting.

n Smith

note also that Diana Chatwin's book
be on sale at the Autumn meeting - this
make a great Christmas present.
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PLANNING MATTERS by Stan Smith
The West Sussex County Council has continued, with
great credit, its efforts to seek reductions in housing
development. Through their excellent Environmental
Capacity Study, the Examination in Public agreed to a
reduction of 12,800 buildings fewer than the Central
Government figure.

However, at the end of 1997, the Secretary of State
imposed the 12,800 houses back on the County,
over-turning the recommendation of the panel appointed
by him. This was not a political matter since all parties
supported the recommended reduction, thus causing
widespread consternation.

The County Council were granted permission to seek a
Judicial Review. Once again this failed, since the Judge
said .ln my judgement the Secretary of State was fully
entitled to take the view he did". Equally important are
the subsequent remarks of the Judge - quote "l have
some sympathy for West Sussex, who are rightly
concerned about the threat to their environment. They
have done pioneering work in assessing likely housing
requirements for the future. Their methods may well be
more sophisticated than those adopted in the past. lt
may be that their methodology proves to be of great
value in strategic planning generally for the future.
Furthermore they are entitled to say that RPG9 reflects
SERPLAN's advice that figures for additional dwellings
should not be regarded as inflexible targets and should
be subject to testing through the Structure Plan Process;
and that is precisely what they seek to do. But all this
must be seen against the fact that Parliament has
reserved to the Secretary of State a wide subjective
power to call the tune where proposals seem to him to
be unsatisfactory. And the crucial fac'tor, as I see it, is
that his interests and concerns go much wider than just
West Sussex."

At the time of writing, West Sussex County Council are
to continue to press their case and are awaiting
permission to take the case to the Appeal Court. For
years we have witnessed the diminution in the statutory
power of Local Govemment. lt is refreshing to see a
Local Authority question the over-riding powers of
Central Government.

A SUSTAINABLE DEVEI-OPMENT
STRATEGY FOR THE SOUTH EAST.
A public consultation document was issued in May, 1998,
and SERPLAN is seeking views on the Draft Strategy
and the package of policies developed to support it. This
is preparatory to submission to the Secretary of State for
the Environment. We submitted a number of proposals
on which there was general consent. Altogether 900
individuals and organisations sent in written comments.
Serplan summarised the many responses and of course
HOUSTNG was an issue concerning everyone. Many
respondents are concerned about the range of house
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tpes. The fact that houses which are built do not address
housing need was emphasised. Solutions suggested were
to allow authorities to determine type of houses,
particularly on size; greater use of the cunent planning
system; support for private renting; provision of social
housing in villages; direction or regulation of developer
and greater freedom for new house designs, materials
and types.

AIRPORTS.
It is agreed that present capacity at Heathrow, Gatwick,
Stansted and Luton will not meet future demand. lt is
calculated that passengers using U.K. airports will grow
from 138 million a year nowto 310 million in 20 years
time. Another site must be found soon in the South East
and there is strong support for a new intemational airport in
the Thames Estuary.

URBAN TASK FORCE.
The Secretary of State has appointed a Task Force to
recommend a framework for the future of urban areas in
England. ln an introduction the Deputy Prime Minister has
written " Our White Paper for the "Communities of the
Future" set out the need for a renaissance of our towns
and cities in combination with protection of the
Countryside. The Urban Task Force was established in
April under the Chairmanship of Lord Rogers of Riverside
with a membership wtrich reflects a broad range of
interests in dealing with better use of previously used
land." The more important statement surprisingly is:- "We
are also cunently consulting on a sustainable
development strategy, on the modemisation of the
planning system and on the modemisation of local
government". The planning system and modernisation of
local government are long overdue for reform. For too
long we have witnessed the diminution in the powers of
these two interdependent systems. The use of the word
modernisation is one of denigration and quite unfair.

HORSHAM.
The Horsham District Council provides excellent services
despite staff shortages. lt has a reputation for full public
consultation. The centre of the Town has been greatly
improved, many roads have been pedestrianised and
flowers bloom everywhere. Over the years we have
witnessed a reduction in the powers of Local Government
by Central Govemment. This is to be deplored and
despite restrictions placed upon Council, they work well
because of the dedication of Councillors and its Officers.
This is true of both District and County Councils, who
combine their separate functions with great credit, despite
quite often unnecessary interference from the Department
of the Environment.

The principles of Sustainable Development will only be
realised if Central and Local Government can work
together in harmony.
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Nationally October has been
the wettest month for 11
years. The previous wettest
October was in 1987, the
year of the great storm.
When we have prolonged wet
weather or sudden heavy
rains the low lying areas
along the river Arun are liable
to flooding. This picture was
taken on Sunday November
1st at Wanford.

The late Philip Kirkpatrick
kept rainfall records at Bucks
Cottage, Tisman's Common
from 1971to the middle of
1991 . The recoi'ds are now in
the possession of Don Muir
who lives next dooor at
Weyhurst Copse. Don started
to keep his own records from
September 1 992. Michael
Knights of Springside
Tismans Common has
provided data from his
records for the missing period

from 1991 192. The rainfall record
for the past 27 years shown in the
adjacent table and chart is a
interesting record of how variable
annual rainfal l  can be. The driest
year (1973) had only just over half
the rainfall of the wettest year
which was the fol lowing year 1974.
January and October are the
wettest months on average and
July is usually the driest.

Our Thanks to Don Muir for
providing the data from his records

Annual average rainfall 1971 - 1997
(mm. per year)
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1 998 Previous Records
m m H i q h Year Low Year 27 vr. Averaqe

Januarv 1 0 9 . 7 5 149 1 986 1 3 1992 9 0 . 7
Februarv 8 . 2 5 1 5 0 1 990 5 . 5 1 993 6 0 . 6
March 79 .00 1 3 3 1 981 5 1 990 6 2 . 8
Apri l 1 0 5 . 2 5 1 1 9 1 983 4 1 984 5 3 . 3
Mav 26 .50 1 2 7 1 981 2 1 989 5 5 . 4
J u n e 78.25 1 5 3 1971 8 . 5 1 988 5 9 . 2
J ulv 38 .50 1 3 0 1 991 1 3 1 997 4 8 . 3
Auqust 12.00 154 1977 1 1 995 6 0 . 5
September 9 9 . 5 0 1 9 1 1974 9 . 5 1971 7 1  . 5
October 1 3 5 . 0 0 2 7 1 1 987 8 . 5 1 9 7 8 90.6
November 182 1974 20 1 978 8 2 . 8
December 167 1 989 1 3 1 991 87.4

Annua l 1  1  1 3 . 3 1974 6 1 9 . 3 1973

27 year monthly average rainfall
(mm. per month)
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An Unusual Hornbeam Tree
Alan Siney
(Location'just north of Dedisham Furnace Ponds in Rudgwick. Grid
ref TQ 106338)

ln a remote part of Rugwick stands this spectacular Hornbeam,
which Stan Smith showed some years ago to the late Dr Alan
Mitchell, one of Britain's foremost specialists of trees and a prolific
writer on the subject. He said it was the most unusual tree he had
seen, and offered
no opinion as to
how it evolved.

This deciduous
hardwood is one
of our thifi-five
native trees
which managed
to spread
northwards
dur ing the
relatively short
period between
the receding of
the last ice-age,
and the rising of
the sea level
which broke
through the
channel  p la in to
isolate Britain
from the
continent some
eight thousand or
so years ago.
With its smooth
grey bark it is
easi ly mistaken,
as I  have done.
for Beech. Like the Beech - which only spread naturally to the
English midland counties, it is slow to spread and is mainly confined
to the south-east as far as the upper edges of the Thames Valley. lt
is actually of the Birch Order.

Rudgwick has a lot of Hornbeam in its hedgerows, and scattered
throughout woodland particularly in the north-eastern part of the
Parish. lts t ight-grained wood had many uses and was favoured for
tool making, mill gear teeth and end grain on as butcher's blocks.
Its greatest value however, was its high specific heat value, and for
that reason was coppiced for charcoal burning to supply the local
iron industry. After the demise of local iron making it was sti l l  valued
as firewood in giving more heat than Oak. There is a l ine of
extraordinary coppiced Hornbeams alongside the eastern edge of
the northern iron pond, and also l ining both sides of a stretch of
ancient road crossing the upper end of Roman Woods towards
Rowhook, where the old enclosure banks capped by the weirdest
gnarled trees imaginable would make a good backdrop for a
Hammer f i lm.

The coppicing of Hornbeam was done in the normal manner, by
cutting down the young tree close to the ground to allow new stems
to grow out and upwards from the periphery of the stool, where,
supported by a strong established root system they grew rapidly.
One problem with Hornbeam was the flavour of the young shoots
being l iked by grazing animals, including cattle, and the alternative
method of promoting a l ikewise rapid growth was by pollarding: the
tree was lopped six feet or so from the ground to allow new
branches to radiate outwards from the head. Pollarding Hornbeams
was practised widely throughout Epping Forest and locally
elsewhere where they needed to grow undisturbed by free ranging
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cattle.

How did this special tree evolve? We can be certain that a unique
phenomenon is conceived by a particular set of circumstances; not as a
freak of nature, but by man's cunning intervention of it. I believe I can
relate how it was done and why. I think it was a coppiced tree, and the
stems which normally would have splayed outwards from the vertical

were drawn in, fastened together,
and pollarded. The new stems
radiating from each vertical
would criss-cross and intertwine;
as the tree grew outwards and
upwards they clubbed together to
form the massive head, and the
verticals merged into a single
trunk with the exception of one
piece which was later pushed out
by compression from the
enormous weight above. ln an
area dominated by coppiced
Hornbeam this is the sole
example of a pollard to be seen.

Why was it done? That is a
complex question: all around us
are things resulting from a man's
incentive which he would not l ive
to fully appreciate. lt appears that
this tree was cultivated because
of its position: it stood at the
junction of two ancient roads.

Many old local roads and
trackways evolved around the
iron industry which expanded
rapidly in the 16th century, not
only to carry its heavy product

out to market but that blast furnace at Dedisham roaring away day and
night needed a constant stream of ox wains to carry sufficient charcoal
to pour down its hungry throat. Since the weight of charcoal is but a
mere fraction of the weight of the wood used to convert it, it could be
carted in from a wide area: not so the heavy iron ore which had to be
excavated more locally. The roads associated with this tree probably
dates from the early settlement of the region.

The first Board of Ordnance Survey (c1800, before the turnpike road to
Horsham was built) shows, and visible evidence confirms that this tree
stood at the junction of two old roads, where a road from Bucks Green
via Bowcroft Lane and Hyes, was joined by a road coming down from
Cox Green via a farm called lronmongers and Hermongers. (The
present bridleway from Hermongers joins the track a l itt le further on)
from where it skirted around the northern end of Furnace Pond and
passed through Roman Woods, where it joined a short section of Stane
Street to the Chequers lnn at Rowhook.

lmportant road features were sometimes marked by easily identif iable
objects, usually by pollarding an Oak tree at road junctions and parish
boundaries etc. A pollarded oak l ives to a much greater age than a
natural one, and the same possibly applies to any other species of tree.
lmagine if you wil l a traveller not certain of his route, plodding through
these woods and happening to meet a person who might guide him. He
could be told: "Travell ing to Cranleigh friend? Leave this road at the
pollard and God be wi'ye". He would recognise the spot should he use
the route again. A signpost would have been foreign to him.

In this locality of Hornbeam trees there was no Oak to pollard, so this
tree was adapted to give an equally distinguishable feature. And that is
why this t ree,  unique to the area, happens to stand at  th is part icular
spot.
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IT'S NOT CRICKET
Here are just two extracts from the Parish Magazine for July
1945 $ust at the end of the 2nd World War) which seem to have
a familiar ring!
'My Dear People,

On the whole, the parliamentary election campaign seems to be
proceeding without too much bittemess Most people
seem to be agreed that education and housing are the problems
that need to be tackled at the earliest possible moment. There
was a public meeting in Rudgwick about housing and town
planning, which is reported in this magazine. We must be on the
look-out lest the enthusiasm of the planners, who seem to know
nothing about their job, should spoil our village.

Your affectionate friend and Vicar,

A. Norman Wynn"

with a result First - opposite the "Fot'; Second - Lynwick Street;
and never a vote for the recreation ground. Mr Kay had brought
the most excellent plans for the proposed houses, and il was a
great pity that they received so little attention owing to the
protrac{ed argument about the site. A vote of thanks to all the
speakers was proposed by Mr Jackson and canied
unanimously. So a most interesting and highly amusing meeting
came to an end, and we hope that the opinions of the village
may be consulted more often in future. Selah!'

Malcolm Francis

*A LITTLE SOUTH OF
RUDGWICK''
By Malcolm Francis
Some years ago a young lady, who had emigrated from
Yorkshire, had recently anirred in Perth, Western Ausiralia. She
was lost in one of Perth's large suburbs and asked directions
from a Driving Instructor, who was parked by the roadside in the
shade of a large tree waiting for his next pupil. The Instructor, a
Mr Longman, had started a successful Driving School business
after emigrating, and he commented "l can hear by your accent
that you're from the Old Country. I emigrated from Litflehampton
in Sussex."

The lady replied "l don't know Littlehampton, but I did often stay
in Sussex in a little village called Rudgwick, I don't expect
you've heard of it.'

"My wife came from Rudgwrck !" replied Mr Longman.
"Well", said the lady, "l often stayed with an old school friend
who lived close to the Newsagent's shop, half way down Church
Street, owned by Mrs Fleming.'

To which Mr Longman responded - "Mrs Fleming is my wife's
aunt!"

This amusing anecdote was recalled by Mr Longman's eldest
daughter on a re@nt visit from Perth to Rudgwick. Mrs Fleming,
her great-aunt and my wife's grandmother, owned her
Newsagents and Stores in Church Street for over 50 years. tt
was unique in having a rare "On Licence" for British Wines. The
shop was opposite the post-box hatf-way down Church Street
and was tumed into a private house in the late 1980's.

GOUruST
Rudgwick's position on a ridge affords beautiful views to both
the North and South downs. The English weather conditions
play a major role in their appearanoe; we have all seen the
illusion of their apparent closeness after rain. The rarge hiil that
can be seen in the West, and which also seems to have a
tendency to "move" is Blackdown. lt is a Lower Greensand
outcrop of the North Downs that sweeps southwards from
Hindhead. lt rises, at it highest point, to 918 ft above sea level -
only a few feet lower than Leith Hill's 965 ft, whose brick
observation tower brings its height to over 1,000 ft giving it
mountain status!

Blackdown is about 7 miles, as the crow flies, from Rudgwick,

"New Houses for Rudgwick"
'The Parish Council ananged a meeting on May 30th to enabte
the village to hear about plans for new houses to be built by our
Rural District Council. A large and representative audience
attended, showing the deep interest felt in the subject. Capt.
Brufton was in the Chair, and with nine, {Council members?} Mr
Longley, Chairman of the RDC Housing Committee, Mr Kay,
Architect to the Committee, The Surveyor? District or County?
and Mr Robinson of the County Town Planning Committee. Mr
Longby started by explaining the need for new houses, and the
reasons the LocalAuthorities had for being the first to start
building, as they would have priority in labour and building
materials. Rudgwick is allotted 12 houses to start with and the
question of a suitable site arose. The parish already possesses
a site in Lynwick Street, abutting the railroad, but he questioned
it as being the best available. He was intem.rpted by Mrs Tilley,
saying "Give us a bit of Gaskyns", and various speakers made it
clear that a site bordering Lynwick Street and opposite the "Forf
was what they desired.

The Town Planner then produced a map and explained that
Chichester wishes to place a by pass road through this site, and
that they consldered the field on the opposite side of Bucks
Green the most suitable place, thus making it into a compact
little "town". lnstant uproar arose, the field in question being the
village Recreation Ground. This was disputed by the planner,
who wished to insist that the private cricket field in Gaskyns was
parish property. When convinced that he was in error, he said it
would be quite simple to obtain the cricket field for recreation
and give up the other for new houses. the meeting entirely
disagreed,and when a questioner asked whether the proposed
sewage outfall was not to be quite near this site, and was told
that this was the case, it became more vociferous than every.
The Planner then threw in a bait, with tennis, bowls, etc in his
cricket field, but with no avail; for what good such future dreams
planned by the county when we have not enough houses to live
in? ln point of fact we would prefer to plan our amusements for
ourselves, and it would be somewhat more democratic. lt was
then asked if yet another site could be suggested. Mr Secretan
said why not build first on the site we already owned in Lynwick
Street - it would save delay in making a start. Mr Wynn agreed
with this, and suggested a road could be made right through to
church street and so enable people to reach the station more
easily. Mrs A Waller asked "Why not in Church Street', and Mrs
Beaumont said that there were two possible sites there. By this
time the whole meeting was involved in generar and individual
argument. Capt. Brutton asked for a vote on the site discussed,
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but seems a lot closer than that when viewed from certain
parts of the village. There are many good views of this hill
from Rudgwick, there is a beautiful view of it looking west
from the church tower, especially in winter with frost in the
air and a sinking sun. The north-south alignment of
Blackdown is very evident when viewed from the Haven
road, near the "Trig point' (just before the second turning to
the Blue ship public house.) The hil l , with its familiar skyline,
also has a habit of appearing on the westem horizon in the
most odd locations in the Horsham area, it is even visible as
one drives towards Horsham from Crawley.

Most of Blackdown is heavily forested, with a mixture of
coniferous and deciduous trees, and the eastem slopes are
largely beech woods. There is one area of the hill that still
shows the havoc wrecked by the 1987 hunicane. The
southern tip has been cleared of trees giving beautiful views
eastward as far as the Ashdown Forest and southwards to
where the English Channel can be seen glinting through the
"Arun Gap". On a very clear day it is possible' looking north
east to pick out the London skyline, but Rudgwick is lost in a

sea of green foliage.

It is remarkable that the view across the Weald from
Blackdown looking east gives the lnipression of very little
habitation, as though one is looking across the "Silva

Anderida" of Roman times.

!n Mesolithic times (approx 7,000 BC) Blackdown, along with

many Wealden sandy outcrops, was a site of habitation. A
notable Mesolithic site has been discovered and excavated.
lf one lets one's imagination travel back to those times and
looks out across the Weald, one would see the oak forests
flourishing in the new wetter, warmer climate, encroaching
on the birch, hazel and pine trees that had thrived in the
cooler times. One wonders, with the prospecl of global

warming, what will be the dominant trees in the Weald in

thousand years - Palms PerhaPs.

An old farmer friend from Northchapel told me that during
the Second World War it was a remarkable sight to see the
V1 flying bombs, targeted on Aldershot, hitting the eastern
face of Btackdown. He said that the forest erupted as the
1,0001b warheads exploded harmlessly. In 1967 though,
there was a terrible tragedy when a Caravelle airliner flew
into the western escarpment whilst approaching Gatwick
Airport. All on board were killed.

Blackdown is well worth a visit, even in winter, and it never
seems as crowded as Pitch Hill or Leith Hill. lt has been
owned by the National Trust since 1944, when the land was
given to the Nation by Mr Edward Hunter. There is a stone
seat, in memory of his wife, on the southem tip of the hill'

There are several ways to approach Blackdown, but the
shortest route from Rudgwick is via Plaistow, along the
Br2131, then crossing the A283 and heading for Haslemere.
Take the next left, towards Lurgashall, and there are two
very nafiow roads on the right, that climb to the two small
car parks. Another, slightly less nanow, route to follow is to
continue on the 82131towards Haslemere, and then about
200 yards past the 30 mph signs is a turning on the left, with
a small wooden signpost, to Haste Hill. Half a mile up the
lane turn into Tennyson's Lane and follow the signs for
Blackdown, crossing back into Sussex. One mile south of
this park in the second car park on the right. We live in an
extremely pleasant village and area, and it is well worth the
effort to take a closer look at this part of our western
horizon.

Malcolm Francis
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ABOUT OUR
SPEAKER
George McCarthY is a
professional nature
photographer and author
specialising in British
wildlife and the
countryside. His
photographs regularly
appear in leading
magazines (the current
front cover of the
RSPB's magazine Birds
for instance) and books
both in this country and
abroad as well as being used for calendars, posters and postcards.

His work is also used in advertising and has been used by such
prestigious names as Kodak and Canon.

From his home in Horsham, West Sussex he travels widely in search

of pictures and subjects. The early part of this year saw him
photographing American alligators in the heat and humidity of the

FtoriOi Evergtades followed by five weeks on the Greek island of

Lesvos and then a further five weeks above the Arctic Circle on the

Varanger Peninsula in NonraY-

Photographing wildlife and nature subjecls for George McCarthy has

become a passion. He is a superb technician, happy to share his

secrets in the hundred plus lectures and workshops he gives each

year to camera clubs and natural history societies. However it is

abundanily clear from some of the stunning images in his lecture that

there is a quality in George's work that transcends technique. An

ability to capture and reveal the subjec't at its pictorial best. Like all top

photographers he has the ability to see rather than just look.

7. 5O pm,Rudgwick Hof f ,Budrs {}reen
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SUMMER WALKS PROGRAMME 1998
r now traditional evening walks took place on 15 Tuesday evenings

roughout the Summer.

walks start at 7pm and cover about 4 miles in 2 hours. The fi

on the 5th of May and the last on the 4th of August. The limitation
ing the time of sunset.

Smith organized the programme until retiring from the task last
and we all owe him our thanks for making it such a success. As

said in last years report, walkers come from quite Some distance
join us. This year one young lady was from South Africa and two

from Japan, but I don't think they came just for the walk.

were lower on average than last year, probably due to
poor Summer weather.

have noticed that paths which not many years ago were falling into

are now clearly trodden, and I would like to think that this is at

in part due to our programme.

would like to thank all the leaders for their efforts and I hope that
will lead again next year. However we always need new leaders

replace those who will be absent or are moving away. Contact
ff Ayres on 822668 for information. wscc need full details by
d Christmas to pubiish the Summer Walk"s Booklet in time to stari

May.

Ayres.
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